Our team of knowledgeable and
experienced storage professionals will
work with you to plan and design an
efficient storage and inventory
management system that is based
entirely on your requirements today and
what you anticipate.
From the initial review to
implementation and service, we will
partner with you to ensure a
successful project outcome. REMCO's
consultants will provide you with onsite evaluations and personalized
space design solutions.
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VERTICAL STORAGE
Utilize your overhead space to safely and effectively
store your valuable inventory in an automated
vertical lift or carousel. The enclosed automated
systems are designed to deliver the goods to the
operator in an ergonomic-friendly manner while
maximizing throughput. The software is userfriendly and can easily track & manage your
inventory regardless of the style of system chosen.

REMCO provides vertical lifts and vertical carousels
that may be integrated with your existing ERP
system. Some models handle sheet metal storage
with 5,000-lb. capacity per drawer. Each drawer is
locked for safety until released by extractor.

If you have any questions or with to see any of
these systems in greater detail, just contact a
REMCO agent at 855.362.0500 or set up an
appointment via remcoequipment.com.

AUTOMATED SPECIALTY CAROUSELS
Optimize your overhead space to safely and effectively store valuable inventory
in an automated vertical specialty carousel. We’ve developed a variety of models
for storing tires, wire, various rolled goods, small parts, and bar stock.
Regardless of the application the unit will present the product to the operator in
an ergonomic-friendly manner while maximizing throughput. Each model offers
either simple push button controls or user-friendly software that can easily track
and manage your inventory.

REMCO has installed and serviced many types of specialty carousels including
Wire Carousels with Measuring and Cutting Tools, Bar Stock Carousels for both
round and flat stock, Bank Rolled Goods Carousels, Dual Access Tire Carousels,
Shelving Carousels with enclosed panels.
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SHELVING AND
ENGINEERED
SYSTEMS
Store more in less space with our space-saving
storage solutions. Eliminate wasted aisle space
with mobile storage systems, maximize overhead
space with movable pallet racks, or keep
inventory moving with flow rack. Large or small
media, expansive space or tight quarters — our
customizable solutions can be designed for your
space needs and can be adapted to incorporate
manual or power solutions.

Maximize the use of overhead space, minimize
construction costs and provide optimum plant
floor efficiencies with the use of engineered
storage solutions, material handling systems and
work areas. Rely on our experienced design and
engineering team to develop a customized
solution to move products through your plant,
configure a vast array of mezzanine and storage
products, integrate conveyor systems or design
modular office and wall systems.

OUR MISSION
AND PURPOSE
SINCE 1976
Our mission is to provide products and services
to our customer with the highest level of
professional integrity, expertise and service to
help customers maximize their storage capacity,
streamline their workflow, improve their
workplace safety, while increasing their
productivity, security and inventory accuracy.

Remco is certified as a Women's Business
Enterprise by the Women's Business Enterprise
National Council (WBENC). We recognize the
commitment to supplier diversity that is
embraced by corporations today and we can add
diversity to your supply chain.
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